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Outline

� Today we have planned 3 Exercises

� 2 Exercises concerning Threads

� 1 Exercise concerning RMI



Exercise 1

� Please get the following file 

http://www.math.unipd.it/~canlar/Labs/

Lab5/Exercise1/Exercise1.pdf

� Read the description

� If there are questions, then do not 

hesitate to ask me



Exercise 1: Adding

public void addArrivals(Flight f){

synchronized(/* On Something */){

// add flight to the end of the arrivals queue

// notify waiting threads about this event

}

}

public void addDepartures(Flight f){

synchronized(/* On Something */){

// add flight to the end of the departures queue

// notify waiting thread about this event

}



Exercise 1: Managing Arrivals

private void manageArrivals(){

Flight f = null;

synchronized(/* On Something */){

// if arrival queue is empty

// then create new TS service

// return immediately

//else 

// get a flight from the arrival queue and land it

}

synchronized(/* On Something Else */){

// print flight status

}

}



Exercise 1: Managing Depart.

private void manageDepartures(){

Flight f = null;

synchronized(/* On Something */){

// if departure queue is empty

// then create new TS service

// return immediately

//else 

// get a flight from the departure queue and clear it for 
// take off

}

synchronized(/* On Something Else */){

// print flight status

}

}



Exercise 1: run() of TS Service

public void run(){

Flight f = null;

try{

synchronized(/* On Something */){

while(/* no delayed flights */) //wait

// when there is a flight make him land or take off

// depending on the direction of the flight

}

synchronized(/* On Something Else */){

// print flight status

}

} catch(InterruptedException ie){}

}



Exercise 2

� Please get the following file: 

http://www.math.unipd.it/~canlar/Labs/

Lab5/Exercise2/Exercise2.pdf

� Read the description

� If there are questions, then do not 

hesitate to ask me



Exercise 2

� Try to understand why collisions 

happen

� Identify the methods you need to 

modify

� Make the modification



Exercise 2: Modify Methods

� public synchronized void occupied(int

who) throws CollisionException

� public synchronized void free(int who)



Exercise 2: occupied

public synchronized void occupied(int who) throws 
CollisionException{

try{

if(/* I am the pedestrian */){

// While there are cars on the intersection wait

}

else{ /* if I am one of the cars  */

// While pedestrian on intersection wait

}

….

}



Exercise 2: free

free(int who){

….

// notify everybody about an event

}



Exercise 3

� Please get the following file: 

http://www.math.unipd.it/~canlar/Labs/

Lab5/Exercise3/Exercise3.pdf

� Follow the instructions in the document

� The contents of document are 

sufficient enough to solve Exercise 3

� If there are questions, just ask


